Nasatka Security uses robust process controls and state-of-the-art quality control equipment to ensure that every component, structure or capsule manufactured meets all customer requirements. The Armored Guard Booth is no exception. Featuring NIJ Level IIIA or NIJ Level III ballistic protection, the Armored Guard Booth has been engineered for superior protection. Eight transparent armor windows and seven weapon firing access ports provide 360° visibility and defense.
Features:
- NIJ Level IIIA or NIJ Level III ballistic protection
- Two-way fork-lift access
- Standard ISO corner connectors
- Eight transparent armor windows
- Seven standard commercial weapon firing access ports
- Multi-lighting system
- Climate control
- Roof access steps
- Non-skid flooring
- Six high stackable in shipping

Design Characteristics:
- High hard armor exterior to NU level III
- 1.5" thick insulated panels
- Exterior painted with CARC
- Ruggedized environmental control unit
- Ruggedized fluorescent lighting
- Mil spec style electrical input
- Transparent Armor to NIJ level III
- Commercial distribution panel and electrical
- Standard commercial gun ports
- Two-way forkliftability
- Standard ISO corner connections